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Board Turns Over College 
Management to Outsider 
In an unprecedented and 
controversial move. the Board 
of Directors voted recently in sec-
ret executive session to turn over 
the financial management of the 
college to an outside consultant. 
According to a source In the ad-
ministration who asked to remain 
unidentified. the Board has hired 
consultant Robert Kerley to a,sume 
the fiscal and management respon-
sibilities which. until now. have 
Board Chairman Harold Dobbs 
been carried out by Dean Bert 
Prunty F-or the duratIOn of Ker-
ley's contract with the college. all 
staff member, other than faculty 
\1111 report to Kerley rather than 
Dean Prunty 
According to Dean Prunt y. Ker-
ley's hiring represents "right ly or 
wrongly ... an adjustment of 
management responSibility on a 
temporary basIs." Similarly. Board 
Vice-Chairman Myron "Doc" 
Etienne sees Kerley's role as tem-
porary. According to Etienne. Ker-
ley is charged with developing a 
new management system for the 
college and will over,ce college 
bu,inc,s for the next 90 days In 
o rder to facilitate the development 
01 such a new sy,tem Etienne 
stated that the Improvement of the 
college" fi,cal management was 
believed by the Board to be necc,-
sary In order to pre\ ent "the sort of 
thing [alleged mi,appropriatlOn of 
scholarship lunds) that happened 
In 1979 from ever happening again." 
Other members of the Board . 
hO\lcver. see the hiring of Kerley a, 
an attempt by Board Chairman 
Harold Dobbs to shift the focus of 
attentIOn from the original mi,ap-
proprlatlon of the funds and to r" 
the blame on Dean Prunty. Chair-
man Dobbs. \I ho could not be 
reached for comment . is the only 
member of the current Board to 
have served on the Board dUring 
the period in \I hlch the contro\cr-
'Ial real e,tate purcha,es were made 
Dobbs ha, con",tcntil denied 
Former Agent Stockwell 
Lashes Out at CIA 
By ROGER STOLL and 
JUANITA HILLMAN 
Guest Writers 
"The Central Intelligence Agency 
is currently dcstablliling one-third 
of the countries in the \lorld:' said 
John Stod.\lell. a former hlgh-
ｲ｡ｮｾｬｮｧ＠ CIA officer. to a crowd of 
more than 250 at Hastings on March 
25. Stockwell's talk. titled "Secret 
Wars of the CIA." discussed CIA 
actiVity all mer the world. but cen-
tered on Nicaragua and current U.S. 
policy in Central America 
"Millions of people have been 
killed by our secret operatiom." 
Stockwell 3!>sened POinting out that 
these destabilizatIOn operations are 
aimed not at the SOVIet Union but at 
Third World countne. \I Ith intenor 
military capacity. ｓｬｏ｣ｾｷ･ｬｬ＠ said that 
"the \ ICllm, of these operation, have 
never had the capability to ph),,-
cally hurt the L S" HeCiled detailed 
e\ldence that the "Icaragua ""/lira 
force attempting to o\erthnm thc 
• andln!>ta government " nothing 
more than another CIA ",eeret ｜ｬ｡ｲｾ＠
or covert operation against a tate 
\vhich in fact poses no threat to .S. 
,ecurity. 
Continued on page 4 
that the scholarship funds were 
misappropnated . He has also In-
sisted that the Board. In any event. 
was unaware that the $13 millton 
expressed skeptiCism to the Law tlon,) on [former) Dean Ander,on 
ews at Dobb's explanation. and and now that no one belle\es he 
an unidentified administratIOn was Ignorant he ｨ｡ ｾ＠ to drag Dcan 
source ,tated that Dobbs "feigned Prunty. through the mud to throw 
was ever used for real estate. More Ignorance hack in 1979 to pin the the dogs off the ,cent." 
than one member of the Board blame [for the real estate transac- Continued on page II 
ABA President-elect Robert Raven 
Will Speak at Commencement 
By McGREGOR SCOTT 
Staff Reporter 
Hastings last week named Robert 
Raven. ne"ly elected ABA Pre>!-
dent. as Commencement ｓｰ･｡ｾ｣ｲ＠ for 
the Class of '87. ending a long search 
which began last fall Ra\en was not 
one 01 the initial candidates named 
in the selection process . ｈｯｷ｣ｾ･ｲＮ＠
Hastings is fortunate to have a la"yer 
of hi, e,ten,,\e expenence and back-
ground as Commencement Speaker. 
Ele,ated to the position of Ameri-
can Bar ASMlCiation Pre,ident-clcct 
by the 61 member, of the ABA's 
nominatlOgcnmmlttee at Its meeting 
In New Orleans last month. Ra\en 
\I III ser\e as the 112th A BA PreSi-
dent Yet he will only he the tourth 
trom Cahforllla and the firlot from 
San rrancl>co . Ra\en \I 111 assume 
the position of President-elect at the 
ABA's AugUM meeting here in an 
rranclsco. and Will become Presi-
dent beglOning 10 August . 198b. 
lhe election IS only the latest ,tel' 
in a career filled w1lh achle\ement 
and dedication in the legal profes-
"on for Ra\en . After sen 109 10 the 
Army Air Corp' dunng World War 
11 . Ra\en recel\ed hi. A.B from 
\fichlgan State 10 1949. He then 
headed west to Boalt Hall . w here he 
gruduated second III hIS cia, In 
1952. Four yea" after JOIning the 
San I-rancl"o firm of ｾｴｯｲｲｩｳｯｮ＠ & 
focr ter. he became the seventeenth 
partner at that firm In 195b. c\entu-
｡｜ｬｾ＠ ,en 109 a, chairman from 1974 
to 19:2. He i, largel) credited \l1Ih 
building \torri on & Foemer tnto 
the 2 '7-la\lyer firm that 111. today 
Ra\en', actl\ itlc\ Inlhe Baral the 
local. state. and national level are 
extensive. He served a, President of 
the Bar ASSOCiation of San Fran-
CISCO In 1971 and as PreSident of the 
'>tate Bar of Cahfornia in 1981 H 1\ 
pnor activities on behalf of the ABA 
include: California Statc Delegate to 
the House of Delegates 1980-prC\ent; 
Chairman of the Standing Commit-
tee on the federal JudICiary 1971!-
1980: and Chairman of the Standing 
Committee on l.egal Aid and Indi-
gent Defendants 1911 1-19K3. 
Ra\en \las married tn the former 
leslie Kay [nckson in 1947. He and 
Robert RaHn 
hIS \lIfe have three chlidren. Marta. 
Matt. and Brett. who is a Ihlrd )car 
student at HastlOgs 
Dunng a recent Inten le\V with the 
Law News. Raven dl\cu"ed h" seJec-
tion as Commencement Speakur. 
Whlie n,Hlng that he has not flnal-
lIed hIS plans for a tOpIC. Ra\en 
would He to urge upon the gradu-
ates the need for involvement in 
local . state. and national Bar a"oci-
atlons He \ iews involvement in \ar-
ious Bar organllations as an oppor-
tunity for young la"yer, not only to 
Continued on page J J 
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Justice Grodin Returns after Five Year Absence 
By SHARON MIERAN 
Staff Reporter 
and 
CHARLES MELTON 
News Editor 
Joseph Grodin has returned to 
Hastings as a member. once again. of 
the full-time faculty. Grodin 
served as an Adjunct Professor at 
Grodin 
Hastings College of the Law from 
1955 to 1960. He was appointed to 
the full-time faculty in 1972. where 
he remained until 1977. Grodin was 
recently quoted as saying that he is 
"having a good time" in his capacity 
as a Hastings law professor once a 
week. 
Grodin lost his November, 1986 
retention bid. along with two of his 
colleagues. Chief Justice Rose Bird 
and Associate Justice Cruz Reynoso. 
All threejustices had been appointed 
by Governor Jerry Brown. a Demo-
crat. and all made themselves unpop-
ular with the electorate by 
voting to reverse death sentences. 
Bird's defeat brought down Rey-
noso and G rod in also. They were 
linked to her in the opposition's tele-
vision commercials late in the con-
firmatIon election campaign. when it 
became clear that the magnitude of 
the chiefs impending loss was weak-
ening them as well. 
When asked about his experience 
on the California Supreme Court. 
Grodin stated that . although his ser-
vice came to an abrupt end, he has 
no regrets. He said that it was one of 
the most demanding periods of his 
life, especially in terms of time, intel-
lectual rigor. weight of responsibility, 
and pure pressure. Yet. Grodin 
pointed out. the challenge itself was 
reward enough. 
Grodin has expressed his concern 
over the attitude of many people that 
the law is a business. rather than a 
profession. He argues that the law is 
a way by which someone can be self-
fulfilled and make a contribution to 
society at the same time. This philo-
sophy has been evident throughout 
his long career. 
Grodin was born in Oakland, 
California. He was raised in the East 
Bay and attended the University of 
California. Berkeley, graduating with 
honors in 1951. Grodin graduated 
Cum Laude in 1954 from Yale Law 
School. where he was a member of 
the Order ｯｦｴｨｾ＠ Coif. Upon gradua-
tion from law school, he was award-
ed a Fulbright scholarship to the 
London School of Economics. Fol-
lowing a leave of absence during 
which he entered private practice. 
Grodin returned to the London 
ASH Notes 
Meeting of 2 March 
Council Member Frank Watson 
moved to grant $500.00 to the gym 
refurbishment project. The motion 
was amended to read that. in addi-
tion to the $500.00 grant. all pro-
ceeds from ASH fundraising events 
for the remainder of the year should 
be devoted to the refurbishment 
effort. The 1066 Foundation has 
already voted to raise $25,000.00 for 
the project. 
ASH Treasurer Holli ThIer re-
ported that over $3,000.00 remained 
in the ASH reserve account. Thier 
then solicited suggestions from the 
Council for the improvement of the 
budget process. No suggestions were 
made. 
The Council adjourned after ap-
Clara Foltz Women's Union Revitalized 
By JULIANNE SYLVA 
Guest Writer 
Last fall the Clara Folt7 Women's 
Union conducted a survey to deter-
mine some of the values and political 
beliefs held by women at Hastings. 
The purpose of the survey was to 
proVIde CFWU with an idea of how 
the group can adapt to better meet 
the needs of Hastings students. The 
250 su rveys collected yielded some 
surprising results. 
The survey revealed that 82,* of 
those polled consider themselves 
feminists and 81 % agreed that femi-
nist values inOuenced their life deci-
sIons. Additionally. 88% of the 
women surveyed agreed that women 
today need a women's movement. 
These results indicate that there are a 
number of students who would bene-
fit from and participate in a women's 
organization at Hastings. 
However. the CFWU has an active 
membership of only a handful of 
individuals. Members attribute this 
to the negative image CFWU has 
been said to hold around campus, to 
the sharp polarization between advo-
cates for and against lesbian rights. 
and to the unity groups must have to 
attract and keep members in the face 
of the rigors of law school. 
In the past. CFWU has been 
sharply criticized by those who feel 
the group represents the interests of 
a few types of individuals. To resolve 
thIS, CFWU is undergoing a revitali-
zation that may include a name 
change as well as a restructuring of 
the organization. All female students 
are encouraged to attend the meet-
ings this spring to form a group that 
will better represent the varied inter-
ests of women at Hastings. 
A second reason why the mem-
bership is down could be attributed 
to the sharp division on the issue of 
lesbian rights. The survey revealed 
that 49% agreed that lesbian rights is 
an area where women should con-
centrate their efforts, while 31 % dis-
agreed. Last fall members ofCFWU 
and Lesbians in Law (U L) com-
bined forces to determine how to 
close the gap. The polarization of 
lesbian and straight women has jeo-
pardized the unity of the national 
women's movement for two decades. 
CFWU is trymg to foster greater 
understanding between the two 
groups. 
A third possible explanation of 
the small membership of CFWU 
could be the group's lack of unity. 
Although the survey showed 65%of 
Hastings women feel that a women's 
union is necessary. few women have 
joined the CFWU. perhaps because 
they are putting their limited time 
and energy into other activities. To 
remedy this. the CFWU is planning 
several events that will address all 
women's interests in the law. 
The first even that CFWU has 
planned is a reception for interested 
students to hear a panel of female 
faculty members and administrators 
address the issue of women in the 
field of law today. After a moderated 
discussion. questions from the Ooor 
will be answered and refreshments 
served. 
The second event is the Twentieth 
National Women in Law Confer-
ence to be held in San Francisco in 
1989. A steering committee com-
posed of students from Hastings, 
Boalt Hall, and Golden Gate Uni-
. versity is planning the conference 
which will gather female attorneys 
from around the nation to address 
the issues of the positive economical, 
political, and social effects of women 
in the law. 
* .. 
The following are the results of 
the CFWU survey: 
Hastings women agree that these 
issues are important to women today: 
abortion (87%), economic equality 
(92%), reentry services for older 
women (80%), divorce law (68%). 
health care (80%), child care (93%). 
the femini73tion of poverty (79%), 
domestic violence (89%). balancing 
family and work (83%), and achiev-
ing political power (86%). 
Additionally. 25% believe they 
experience no greater difficulties in 
law school than men; 68% disagree. 
While 82% believe that women have 
different strengths to bring to law. 
12% disagree. As to their careers. 
90% believe they will not have the 
same opportunities as men. 47% 
believe they will be hired over a man 
only if they are more competent, and 
60% have concerns about juggling 
the roles of attorney and mother. 
*.* 
I f you're interested in becoming a 
member of the new CFWU. seeing 
the results of the survey. or partici-
pating the the upcoming events. 
please contact Margaret Murray, 
Bonnie Hough, Pat Goldman. Laur-
en Smedley. or Julianne Sylva via 
SIC. • 
From the Dean===== 
... hy Dean Berl PrulJI \' 
I am pleased to announce that the 
Board of Directors at its March 20th 
meeting approved the faculty's re-
commendation to appoint Professor 
Daniel J. Lathrope as the College's 
new Academic Dean. Professor 
Lathrope received unanimous ap-
proval from both the Hastings fac-
ulty and the Board of 
Directors. Academic Dean 
Lathrope did his undergraduate 
work at the University of Denver 
and then went on to Northwestern 
University School of Law for his 
J . D. and New York University 
School of Law for his LL. M in Taxa-
tion. He has taught at Hastings since 
1980 and has spent the last year 
working as the Associate Academic 
Dean. Dan is an extraordinarily 
competent individual and has the 
College's full support. I know we will 
all benefit by his appointment. 
I would like to take this opportun-
ity to thank all of the members of the 
Academic Dean Search Committee 
for their hard work ovcr the last 
year. The Committee spent the Fall 
semester canvassing the field for 
possible candidates for the Academic 
Dean position. This search included 
extensive communications with the 
deans and faculties of the stronger 
law schools across the nation and the 
services of the Association of Amer-
ican Law Schools. The Committee 
to recruit an academic dean worked 
diligently in screening and following 
up on a large number of external 
applicants before deciding on two 
external candidates and one inter-
nal. Dan Lathrope. to go for a 
faculty vote. 
The faculty met on February 6th 
and ofthe41 members present Pro-
fessor Lathrope received 41 votes, an 
accomplishment previously unheard 
of in academia. To have 41 law pro-
fessors agree at anyone time on any 
one point is truly astonishing. 
As you know. for the current aca-
demic year Professor Gail Bird has 
been working as Acting Academic 
Dean Bird has done an outstanding 
job during a period of difficult tran-
sition, ar.d she deserves the com-
mendation and gratitude of us all. 
This coming fall she will return 
to her regular full-time teaching 
schedule. 
Additionally. an issue central to 
the quality of the academic expe-
rience at Hastings has long been the 
School and received his Ph.D. m 
1960. 
From 1955 to 1972, Grodin prac-
ticed law in San Francisco. During 
this period, he also served as chair-
man of the San Francisco Bar Asso-
ciation's Committees on Labor Law 
and Equal Employment Opportun-
ity. Grodin served on the Agricul-
tural Labor Relations Board dUring 
1975 while on leave from Hastings. 
In 1979, Governor Jerry Brown 
Continued on pale 10 
provlOg a grant of $50.00 for the 
Women's Basketball program. 
Meeting of 23 March 
The Director of Arts and Recrea-
tion announced that $132.50 had 
been raised for the gymnasium re-
furbishment project from the sale of 
trufnes in the Old Commons. It was 
then announced that Lewtrell Os-
borne and Eric Oto had been remov-
ed from the Council, in accordance 
with ASH bylaws, for excessive 
absences. 
I n other matters. the Council 
voted unanimously to approve the 
nomination of Christopher J. Paler-
mo, of the Class of 1989, as next 
year's Editor-in-Chief of the Hast-
ings Law News. 
The Council also rejected a request 
from the library for $237.71 for 
paper and ribbons for the computers 
in the Learning Resources Center 
and voted. instead. to send a letter to 
the Dean asking that institutional 
funds be used to make up the deficit 
in the Center's budget. 
faculty-student ratio. We have sub-
mitted a plan to the State to effect a 
modest eduction in the number of 
students at the college to 1200 over a 
three year period. This decision is 
based upon a decline in the national 
and local applicant pools as well as 
intense pressure from the American 
Bar Association to improve our 
faculty-student ratio. With our cur-
rent authorized strength of 49 faculty 
positions and a student body of 1200 
we can reach a ratio acceptable to 
the ABA. 
With a lower faculty-student ratio 
here at Hastings we will see an 
increase in individual faculty-student 
contact and an overall improvement 
in the quality of the academic expe-
rience at the College • 
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News Analysis 
Candidates Address Issues at Campus Forum 
By DEAN SCHMIDT 
Guest Writer 
Dashing into the two final weeks 
of campaigning for the U.S. Con-
gress. five San Francisco Democrats 
packed over 200 people into the 
Hastings New Commons for a 
March 26 candidate forum. The 
Congressional seat recently became 
vacant after the death of Sal a Burton 
who had, in 1982. succeeded her 
husband Phillip. possibly the most 
influential House member ever from 
California. 
House races are rarely competi-
tive, due mainly to the name recogni-
tion wise Congressional members 
cull from incumbency. As several of 
the candidates are quite impressive, 
however. this primary is by no means 
decided. 
As in many races, a most innocu-
ous issue received much attention: 
the desirability of docking nuclear-
armed warships, most specifically 
the U.S.S. Missouri, in San Fran-
cisco shipyards. Although the other 
candidates appeared to oppose the 
docking. City Supervisor Bill Maher 
disclaimed the value of an anti-
nuclear policy where U.S. ships could 
not enter U.S. ports; he prefers to 
countenance nuclear policy in less 
backhanded ways. Maher, a San 
Francisco native, feels most attuned 
to local attitudes. His activities in the 
Democratic candidates presented platforms and promises last week 
before students gathered at the Dining Commons. 
Board Turns Over 
Continued from page 1 
The motivation behind the hir-
ing of Kerley may not be perfectly 
clear. but the implementation of 
the hiring appears to have been 
carried out in a manner hostile to 
Dean Prunty. According to sour-
ces in the administration and on 
the Board . General Counsel Max 
Jamison called a meeting of the 
college staff on Monday. March 
30. without the knowledge or con-
sent of the Dean. and announced 
that. for the next six months , the 
entire staff would report directly to 
Kerley. On the following Thurs-
day. the Board met in secret execu-
tive session during which. in the 
words of one source. several mem-
bers of the Board "vigorously ob-
jected" to Jamison's behavior and 
insisted that the original unlimited 
duration of Kerley's contract be 
reduced to only 90 days. The meet-
area of civil rights and experience 
with local legislation were emphas-
ized in his presentation. He also 
attempted to present himself as an 
environmental candidate, purported-
ly because he "doesn't like oil in his 
abalone." 
Majorenvironmental groups have 
instead backed Harry Britt, currently 
second in the polls. A forceful liberal 
who has the serious demeanor of a 
Southern evangelist, Britt inherited 
the gay supervisorial district of Har-
vey M ilk, centered in the Castro Dis-
trict. Though speaking primarily of 
his alternative agenda and power, 
Britt's success will hinge on name 
recognition and whether he can 
swing a large election-day gay ballot. 
Although Sala Burton endorsed the 
frontrunner, Nancy Pelosi, Britt 
claims he would be more to her lik-
ing. He certainly is more like the 
aggressive, acerbic Phil Burton. 
Britt may fall victim to the 'effec-
tiveness' issue, which several candi-
dates hope lo capitalize on. Effec-
tiveness on Capitol Hill requires a 
negotiating flexibility which is need-
ed in persuading any large, diverse 
group. The glad handing and back-
slapping congeniality that Britt dis-
dains and often portrays as c1ubbish 
and valueless is necessary. Its absence 
would render Congress an ineffec-
tive body of issue screamers - unable 
to form coalitions behind various 
pieces of legislation. 
Britt's speech began with a call for 
"alternative power" displacing "es-
tablishment power." Britt's mention 
of "power" may disturb some. His 
motivations and views on the office 
may be questionable. Our national 
elections should not be viewed, espe-
cially by the candidates themselves, 
as a choice of who is to "accede to 
power." 
Campaign pressure manifested it-
self in Doris Ward's opening requests 
to be elected to "City Supervisor." 
She soon compensated for this mis-
take with an honest and open pre-
sentation of her campaign values. 
The only major black candidate, she 
was reassuring as the least pow-
dered. The most genuine advocate of 
social programs, emphasizing hous-
ing policy, Ward's campaign has 
failed to catch fire. 
A fourth candidate, Carol Ruth 
Silver, presented an issue schemata 
that consumed her allotted time. 
Though maligning nuclear policy 
and budget deficits, she failed, when 
given a chance, to go further than 
national paradigmatic solutions. She 
stated that the Democrats need 
national imagination and a forceful 
advocacy of alternate solutions, 
especially in Congress. 
Front runner Nancy Pelosi is pol-
ished and from a political family. 
She has good stage presence and is 
quick on her feet. Her recall of legis-
lative issues is exceptional her knowl-
edge of issues surpassed that of the 
other candidates. This surprised the 
large Hastings crOWd, who largely 
expected a narro\\ dillettante from 
Britt's "established class." She also 
has national experience. She was 
California Democratic Chairwoman, 
organizer of the 1984 Democratic 
Continued on page 10 
Management 
ing of the Board did not -adjourn 
until after midnight. 
Jamison . who was made General 
Counsel upon his retirement from 
the Board last year, served on the 
Board with Dobbs during the time 
that the misappropriation ofschol-
arship funds was made. A source 
close to Jamison told the Law 
News that "he [Jamison] definitely 
knew what was going on back in 
1979, and he and Dobbs have a 
vested interest in shifting attention 
elsewhere." Jamison has denied that 
he or any other member of the 
Board was aware of the misappro-
priation of funds. 
ABA President-elect Raven To Speak 
Faculty and students have reacted 
critically to the hiring of Kerley, 
expressing concern that such a po-
tentially far-reaching decision could 
be made without any faculty or 
student input whatsoever. "This is 
a very important matter," stated 
ASH President Steven Elie, "and I 
can understand some secrecy; but. 
if the Board ever hopes to change 
its image and earn the respect of 
the students and the rest of the 
Hastings Community. it should, at 
the very least, consult the student 
and faculty leadership before mak-
ing decisisons which affect all our 
lives." Hope was expressed by one 
faculty member that, once Kerley's 
90 day management of the college 
was ｾｯｭｰｬ･ｴ･､Ｌ＠ his findings and 
recommendations would be referred 
to the faculty for review before any 
permanent changes were made by 
the Board. "Otherwise." the faculty 
member stated, "I think the Board 
might have a revolution on II> 
hands." • 
Continued from page 1 
put something back into the legal 
profession. but as a forum to improve 
the legal profession itself. 
"After all, attorneys are the priests 
and priestesses of the legal profes-
sion," he said. "They must have an 
active role in improving the p. 0cess." 
As a means of accomplishing this 
improvement, Raven wants to see 
the A BA continue its advocacy of 
sufficient legal representation for all 
members of society. This must be 
extended to indigent and other peo-
ples. Raven emphasized the role that 
the ABA played in protecting Legal 
Services Corporation in 1981 when 
President Reagan proposed cutting 
it .. funding. He views this as a good 
example of the role that the ABA 
can assume in providing legal repre-
sentation to all members of society. 
In addition, Raven will attempt to 
use his position as ABA President to 
improve relations between the pro-
fession and law schools. Specifically, 
he wants to see ABA members pro-
vide lectures, programs, and other 
help to law students, particularly 
first years, to help them focus on the 
end result of their three years of hard 
work. Raven stated that he finds it 
somewhat hypocritical for law firms 
to stand outside the door on the day 
of graduation courting young law-
yers without haVing done anything 
to help students get to that day. 
Raven wants to begin the law stu-
dent's exposure to the Bar as early as 
possible. 
Rounding out his proposed topics 
for the commencement address, 
Raven indicated that he will emphas-
ize the importance of the third 
branch of government, thejudiciary. 
While the Congress and the Presi-
dent tend to get most of the publicity 
and attention, it is the Supreme 
Court, and the judicial system at 
large, that effects our lives most 
directly. Raven emphasized the vital 
role that lawyers play in this system, 
tying it to an enhanced sense of 
responsibility as attorneys. Raven 
will prove to be an interesting ｳｰ･｡ｾﾭ
er on May 24. • 
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PARTICIPATING 
TOYOTA 
DEALERS 
Alameda 
Ron Goode Toyota 
1825 Park Street 
(415) 522-6400 
Antioch 
Val Strough Toyota 
1600 West 10th Street 
(415) 754-6660 
Berkelay 
Toyota of Berkeley 
2400 Shattuck Avenue 
(415) 845-2530 
Concord 
Concord Toyota 
1090 Concord Avenue 
(415) 682-7131 
Daly City 
City Toyota 
6399 Mission Street 
(415) 755-5500 
Dublin 
Qzzie Davis Toyota 
6450 Dublin Court 
(415) 829-7700 
Fremont 
Autowest Toyota 
38555 Fremont Boulevard 
(415) 795-9595 
Hayward 
S&K Toyota 
21715 Mission Boulevard 
(415) 889-7100 
Napa 
Vintage Toyota 
583 Soscol Avenue 
(707) 255-7600 
Novato 
Novato Toyota 
7505 Redwood Highway 
(415) 897-3191 
Oakland 
Downtown Toyota 
3020 Broadway 
(415) 547-4635 
Palo Alto 
Toyota of Palo Alto 
690 San Antonio Road 
(415) 494-2100 
Redwood City 
Thompson Toyota 
525 East Bayshore Road 
(415) 365-0633 
Richmond 
Richmond Toyota 
516 23rd Street 
(415) 234-1212 
San Bruno 
Melody Toyota 
750 EI Camino Real 
(415) 588-2313 
San Francisco 
Bob Reynolds Toyota 
3800 Geary Boulevard & 
2nd Avenue 
(415) 752-4111 
San Francl.co 
Toyota of San Francisco 
2300 16th Street 
(415) 626-2300 
San Jo •• 
Penske Toyota 
2108 North First Street 
(408) 436-8890 
San Jo .. 
Toyota of Almaden 
750 W. Capitol Expressway 
(408) 267-0500 
San Meteo 
Mike Harvey Toyota 
790 North San Mateo Drive 
(415) 579-4380 
San Rafael 
Dexter Toyota 
445 Francisco Boulevard 
(415) 456-7071 
Santa Clara 
Stevens Creek Toyota 
4425 Stevens Creek Boulevard 
(408) 984-1234 
Santa Ro.a 
Freeman Toyota 
2875 Corby Avenue 
(707) 542-1791 
Sunnyvale 
Toyota-Sunnyvale 
898 West EI Camino Real 
(408) 245-6640 
Ukiah 
Lance Toyota 
2650 North State Street 
(707) 462-8818 
v.neJo 
Toyota of Vallejo 
1833 Solano Avenue 
(707) 552-4545 
Walnut Creek 
Toyota Walnut Creek 
2100 North Broadway 
(415) 933-7440 
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TOYOTA C:LASS OF'S? 
NOW IT'S POSSIBLE TO 
BUY OR LEASE A NEW TOYOTA 
WITH NO DOVVN PAYIVIENT. 
Graduates: If you've received a verifiable job offer, we want to get you and your new career 
off to a great start-with a brand-newToyota. 
BULJ IT Toyota Motor Credit Corporation and your par-
T" OR LEASE IT. ticipatingToyota dealer are now making it possibleto get 
the credit you deserve with two Class of '87 "quick approval" financing programs. 
If you qualify, you can buy or lease a new Toyota and generally no down payment or security ----i 
deposit will be required.*What's more, we can even process your loan within 24 hours.** See your 
participating Toyota dealer for program specifics. 
To apply, you'll need a current driver's license and proof of employment or job offer.*** You 
may find it helpful to bring along any bank or credit card numbers. Once you're approved, you can 
take your choice ofthe most exciting line of new cars and trucks Toyota has ever offered, including 
t--__ the all-new Corolla FX16 GT-S Liftback. 
So come on down to your participating Toyota dealer today. Fill out an application, and then 
buy or lease your new Toyota. Purchase or lease arrangements must be completed by June 30, 1987. 
A new career and a new Toyota. Who Could Ask For Anything More! 
LEASE EXAMPLE: 1987 Standard Bed Truck. model 8200, based on manufacturer's 
suggested retail price. 48 monthly payments of $131.77,t totaling $6324.961 End-of-Iease purchase 
t----- option, $2813.16.t No further end-of-Iease liabilities, except ____ -+ ______ +-______ t--_____ --1 
abnormal wear and tear and excess mileage. 
• No down payment required on eligible models. proYlded the 
amount financed IS not more than the Toyota manufacturer's 
suggested ret811 price, plus the cost of factorY'lnstalled optional 
equipment and required tax and license fees. 
·· Loan approvals M-F, 8:30-5:00 
• •• Prool of insurability required and no negative credit history 
Employment to begin wnhin 120 days of loan 
approval date 
'Amounts may vary according to locallon; aClual dealer price 
may vary 
Toyota Corolla FX16 GT-S Liftback 
TEST-DRIVE A NEW TOYOTA AND RECEIVE A 
TOYOTA CLASS OF 'S7 T-SHIRT. 
Come in and test-drive any new Toyota 
before June 30,1987, and show us your 
student 10 card.rt We'll mail you an official 
Toyota Class of '87 T-shirtHt 
",.. coIege students WIth VIIkS stvdenIIO's are eltgtbk. 
'" Limit one per penon while supphes last 
© 1987 Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc. 
Ｑ ｾＧｭｦｔｍｘ＠ I 
CREDIT 
ｾ ｏｒｐｏｒａｔｉｏｎ＠
Toyota Standard Bed Truck 
ｃｏｕｌｄｷＮｲｾｋ＠ TOYOTA 
FOR ANYTHING 
MORE! 
Get More From Life Buckle Up! 
----------------, 
I" TOYOTA CLASS OF 'S7 I 
: TEST-DRIVE COUPON I 
I Bnng thiS coupon to your participating I 
Toyota dealer for your free test drive. After your test drive, I we'll mail you a Toyota Class of '87 T-shirt I 
I ｾ ｉ＠L _ ThiS coupon valid until June 30. 1987. Offer good while supplies last. _ ｾ＠
' " . 
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EDITORIAL 
HAROLD DOBBS SHOULD RESIGN AS 
CHAIRMAN OF BOARD Penned From The Pig-Stye 
April 14, 1987 
Over the last several months, Hastings has been adrift amidst a sea of 
troubles. Attacks from the press and the State Assembly, investigations 
by the Auditor General and the Attorney General and a growing sense of 
dissatisfaction among students and faculty have all combined to cast a 
shadow upon the reputation of the school. Unfortunately, in the popular 
mind at least, the blame for these difficulties has been laid ｵｰｯｾ＠ Dean Bert 
Prunty. If this misapprehension of fault were merely the product of 
mistaken impression, it would be innocent enough and could be dismissed 
as such. The Law News has learned, however, that a deliberate attempt is 
being made to use Dean Prunty as a scapegoat. We find this deplorable. 
Kill or Be Killed======== 
The Board of Trustees of this college is charged with the first and the 
final responsibility for the well-being of the school and the proper use of 
its assets. The Dean and the administration exist merely to execute the 
will of the Board. Neither Dean Anderson, Dean Prunty's predecessor, 
nor Prunty himself are responsible for the investment of the restricted 
funds in real estate. Surely it is ludicrous to imagine, despite the protesta-
tions of Board Chairman Harold Dobbs to the contrary, that the Board 
during Anderson's time knew nothing ofthe six million dollar investment 
that was made; and, as for Prunty, he was not even hired until some three 
years later. The blame for the mishandling of the funds can thus be laid 
nowhere but upon the Trustees of the college. Theirs is the position of 
responsibility. 
Lamentably, the Chairman of the current Board, Harold Dobbs, and 
the school's General Counsel, Max Jamison, have met the current crisis, 
not with the integrity we might expect from persons in such positions of 
public trust, but with evasiveness, self-interest and cowardice. These two 
gentlemen, both of whom were on 'the Board when the misappropriation 
of funds was made, (Dobbs was Chairman of the Finance Committee) 
have consistently refused to shoulder the responsibility for their actions 
and are now attempting to fix the blame on others. 
Throughout Dobbs' tenure as Chairman, Hastings has experienced a 
decline in reputation and a paralysis of leadership. The West Block 
properties remain undeveloped, producing more lawsuits than income. 
Progress on the Tower is slow and dependent upon outside contributions. 
The KGO building sits idle and unused. Perhaps if Chairman Dobbs 
devoted more energy to the developement of the college and less to the 
preservation of his own prestige, many of our problems would be solved. 
On the legal front, Hastings is beset with litigation and mired in 
controversy. General Counsel Max Jamison is said to have received his 
job as a sinecure upon his retirement from the Board. The somnambulis-
tic torpor with which he performs his duties indicates that he shares this 
opinion. Hastings desperately needs the vigorous representation of an 
energetic General Counsel. Jamison has simply failed to provide such 
representation. 
We do not mean to imply that the Board as a whole is unworthy of its 
trust. On the contrary, the Board is primarily composed of recent appoin-
tees well known for their integrity and independence. It is time for 
these new members to begin exercising a leadership role. The Chair-
manship of the Board should be turned over to one of these newer 
members. In addition, a more energetic General Counsel should be 
hired to replace Jamison. 
Dobbs and Jamison represent a style of management which was per-
haps useful in the 1950s, but times have changed. The days of retrench-
ment, defensive tactics, closed meetings and widespread alienation 
between the Board and both faculty and students are surely behind us. It 
is time that the present Board made a clean break with the past, and 
attempting to pin the blame for past mistakes on anyone other than those 
responsible will not facilitate such a break. If Dobbs and Jamison have 
any interest at all in the well-being ofthe college, they will quietly resign 
before outside pressure and internal dissent result in the elimination of 
our independent Board of Directors altogether. 
By DAVID DANIELS 
Editor-in-Chief 
Dean Prunty, in the last issue of 
this newspaper, was kind enough to 
refer to the debate occurring in these 
columns over the LEOP program as 
"thoughtful.'" I don't believe that the 
debate was "thoughtful'" at all. In 
fact I think it was mindless and triv-
ial. If I have learned one thingduring 
my tenure as Editor-in-Chief of the 
Law News, it is that prodding the 
Sacred Cows of Liberalism yields lit-
tle more than bellowing and sour 
milk. 
I had actually hoped, when I 
accepted this position. that I would 
be able to generate a little debate on 
a few relatively important topics. 
Instead. aliI have discovered is that 
anyone who supports the CIA is a 
Nazi. anyone who questions Affir-
mative Action is a racist and anyone 
who questions the use of porno-
graphy as an educational tool is a 
homophobe. 
I refuse to take personal offense at 
the name-calling. but I am rather 
dismayed at the apparent inability of 
my critics to participate in meaning-
ful debate on the issues. I suspect 
that this inability stems mainly from 
the fact that "liberal'" ideology has 
been the gospel of the political estab-
lishment for so long that its propo-
nents, not accustomed to defending 
it. have forgotten how to do so. 
I nstead. they hurl epithets like "Nazi" 
and "homophobe" in what is, I assure 
you. an altogether vain hope that 
their detractors will tire of the har-
rassment and fall silent. 
Since my last column failed to 
generate any response worth noting. 
I will venture this month into the 
realm of penal theory and make a 
proposal which I hope will provoke 
a modicum of intellectual (or at least 
relatively unemotional) debate. 
States is in trouble. Prisons are over-
crowded, court dockets are swamped 
and police can no longer provide 
adequate protection in many areas 
of the nation's larger cities. Few 
solutions to the criminal justice pro-
blem have actually been proposed. 
Building larger prisons. for example, 
or creating more judges and police-
men. will not really solve the prob-
lems which exist but are merely stop-
gap measures designed to temporar-
ily alleviate the symptoms. A major 
aspect of the over-all problem seems 
to be the fact that. no matter how 
fast we build new prisons or hire 
more judges and policemen. we are 
simply unable to keep pace with the 
burgeoning criminal popUlation. 
Criminal law is generally thought 
to serve one or more of the following 
four goals: retribution. rehabilita-
tion. deterrence and incapacitation. 
The fourth goal of penal law. inca-
pacitation, is considered by some 
theorists to be an aspect possibly the 
ultimate aspect) of deterrence, but I 
believe. for reasons to be developed 
later. that it should be given separate 
consideration. The administration 
of criminal justice depends largely 
upon the prioritization of the above 
goals. Unfortunately, under the pre-
sent state of affairs, certain of the 
goals are impossible to realize. It is 
unrealistic, for example, to expect 
the rehabilitation of a criminal who 
is pent up in an over-crowded cell 
and subjected to repeated assault 
and abuse. It is even doubtful 
whether retributive justice is well 
served in such an uncontrolled and 
excessively harsh environment. 
For the foregoing reasons (and 
others of which the restrictions of 
space forbid mention) I have come 
to believe that. of the four acknowl-
edged goals of the criminal law. 
incapacitation should be given the 
greatest emphasis. By incapacitation. 
of course, I do not mean incarcera-
tion. but execution. As extreme a 
Most of us can agree that the solution as an expanded application 
criminal justice system in the United of the capital penalty may seem. it 
Letters to the Editor 
Blood Drive 
To The Editor: 
The Law News' "reporting'" of 
AIDS Awareness Week at Hastings 
("Student Blood Donors Shown Gay 
Porno Film,'" March 16) was both 
inadequate and ill-informed. Your 
characteristics of the safe sex film as 
"porn'" renects a naive, disingenu-
ous, and misguided point of view. 
This epidemic requires education 
which is explicit and straightforward . 
Use your resources to inform the 
Hastings community about AIDS, 
not to undermine those responding 
to the reality of this deadly disease. 
Ellen M. Blumenthal 
Third Year Student 
To The Editor: 
Poor David Daniels. H is appetite 
for "moral outrage'" will apparently 
never be satisfied. H is commentary 
on the showing of the film "Life-
guard'" ("an inexcusably offensive 
act [that] should never be repeated,'" 
he tells us) at the recent blood drivel 
AIDS Awareness Day shows how 
wrong many of us may have been 
about him. What some of us had 
mistaken for mere smugness, boor-
ishness and / or pomposity. and what 
others had regarded as simply a 
mischevious desire to provoke irrita-
tion (usually successfully) increas-
ingly appears to be something entire-
ly different: an extremely low "out-
rage" threshold. It may be unfair to 
hold him responsible for this unfor-
tunate condition or for his resulting 
hair-trigger sense of "outrage" and 
ability to be offended. 
But if his unending capacity for 
outrage is not to be faulted. his 
choice of targets certainly should be. 
Look at the Blood Drive "incident" 
in context. A massive epidemic is 
sweeping tnis country and the world. 
There is no known cure or chance of 
recovery. It has already claimed 
thousands of victims. Concerned 
with this situation, a group of Hast-
ings students decides to do some-
thing to help to increase awareness 
of this disease and how to prevent it, 
should not be summarily ruled out. 
Difficult times, it must be remem-
bered, require stern measures. 
The legislature could determine, 
for example, that all repeat offend-
ers of violent felonies would be 
automatically subjected to the capi-
tal penalty. It is a sad fact that a large 
percentage of the crime committed 
in the United States is perpetrated by 
recidivists. Under an incapacitation 
rationale, of course, it would even be 
. possible to eliminate non-violent 
criminals after a sufficient (legisla-
tively determined) number of re-
peated violations. Whether this 
would be necessary or not could eas-
ily be determined by reference to 
crime statistics and the decline in the 
prison popUlation. after the capital 
penalty had been enforced against 
violent felony offenders for several 
years. 
The benefits to be gained from the 
implementation of an incapacitation 
rationale are numerous. Prison pop-
ulations would decline and crime 
rates would undoubtedly go down. 
I t is logical. after all. to assume that a 
decline in the criminal popUlation 
would be accompanied by a decline 
in the amount of crime itself. Once 
the criminal popUlation were brought 
within acceptable limits and the 
strain on the criminal justice system 
relieved, more resources of both 
time and money could be devoted to 
the meaningful rehabilitation of 
those criminals with the appropriate 
potential for such rehabilitation. 
Ultimately, then, an incapacita-
tion approach to criminal theory 
provides the means by which other. 
perhaps more noble. goals of the 
criminal law may be achieved. The 
argument may be made that my 
solution is rather brutal. but I have 
no doubt that most of those who 
immediately reject it have nothing to 
put in its place. • 
and to raise funds for similar com-
munity efforts. In the process of 
doing this, they show a film which 
includes scenes of gay men engaging 
in "safe sex'" practices. It certainly 
may have been an error for the 
AIDS Foundation to distribute this 
film for a screeeningat Hastings. But 
for them to distribute to an intended 
target audience of gay men- who 
remain. nationally and locally, the 
chiefhigh-risk group for AIDS and 
the great majority of AI DS victims-
Continued on page 1 
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OPINION 
Dissenting Opinion 
Other Profs Guilty of Kaplanesque Exam Techniques 
By PAT EVARSON 
Columnist 
I was uncomfortable with the 
amount of space given to last issue's 
article on the controversy surround-
ing Professor Kaplan's property 
final. There are so many instances of 
professorial abuse of the examina-
tion process that a lengthy article 
focusing on one woman somehow 
seemed unfair to me. 
Adjunct professor Blinder, known 
for the Twinkie defense in Dan 
White's murder trial, teaches a two-
hour course on Psychiatry and the 
Law here. Last semester, his final 
exam was scheduled to last two 
hours . The majority of the students 
in his class completed the exam in 
about ten minutes. The format of the 
test resembled a high-school qui7: 
two pages of questions with brief 
fill-in answers requiring easily mem-
ori7ed buzzwords. 
Many students viewed this exam 
as an insult while others considered 
it an inadvertant joke. Some espe-
cially those that had feared the worst. 
were delighted. Most shrugged It off 
as another example of Hastings' 
inconsistency. 
One student who was not amused 
had taken the course with a genuine 
interest in forensIc psycpiatry. ThIS 
student has written a Ph.D. disserta-
tion on psychology in the humani-
ties. He also taught it at U.c. Berke-
ley and has published a book and 
numerous professional artIcles about 
the subject. In his opinion, the exam 
should have been unacceptable as a 
law school exam. Hedoes not believe 
the exam measured any useful psy-
chological knowledge. While con-
ceding his past work in the field, 
including post-doctoral work. does 
Honi Soit Qui Mal y Pense! 
Why I am Bored with 
By GERALD TOMASSIAN 
Copy Editor 
When the five finalists for student 
ｳｰ･｡ｾ･ｲ＠ were announced. I was 
shocked to hear that GInger Lind-
say, a.k.a. Pat Evarson on the list. 
Knowing how she craves anonymIty. 
who would have thought that LlIld-
say would seek the limelight and 
accept her nomlllatlon for student 
speaker? I guess she IS one of those 
"reserved students" who has never 
dreamed about being a commence-
ment speaker nor engaged in "self-
glorification". 
After Law Revue, whIch was ter-
rific in case you mIssed It, I ap-
proached Ginger to discuss thIS mat-
ter casually and humorously. I 
thought the conversation was less 
than serious and personal. I guess I 
was alone III that belief. I first asked 
how she could have called me a liar 
in her last column WIthout ha\lIlg 
talked to me or gotten the facts 
straight. Again. I was kiddlllg and 
joking through most of our conver-
sation. Ginger's repeated use of the 
laymen's term for IIltercourse with a 
smile on her face also lead me to 
Letters 
Continued from page 6 
a film that may populari7e and 
encourage the use of sexual practices 
whIch greatly lower the risk of trans-
mitting AIDS, should not be faulted. 
(Daniels. on the other hand , consid-
ers this a "resort to pornography.-) 
That the film was shown to the 
wrong audience is probably true 
(although it shouldn't be too difficult 
for heterosexuals to extrapolate from 
gay "safe sex" scenes those practices 
which might be used b) them and 
believe she was takIng very little of 
what was saId seriously. 
Our second topic of diSCUSSIOn 
was GInger's WIllingness, at the time. 
to vIgorously pursue her election as 
student speaker. After her prevIous 
attack on the whole process, I felt It 
was Iromc for her to run. I dId state 
to her my IIltention of exposing this 
blatant display of hypocrISy, if she 
were elected and deCIded to accept I 
did not say her mere candidacy 
would elicit my response. Once agalll 
Lindsay has dIstorted the facts and 
assumed the worse. Just because I. 
as a columnIst. was willing to waste 
space to hIghlight her hypocrISy does 
III no way mean that the Law New s 
would also be so foolish 
I believe that LlIldsay has gone 
too far thIS tIme and It i Important 
that the truth be stated. In all her 
columns to date. I have seen onl) 
negative statemenb and dIstortions. 
Has lllldsa) seen anyone or any-
thlllg she likes at Hastlllgs')! As If 
questionlllg my IIltegnty was not 
enough. she has now chosen to make 
a personal conversatIon public and 
talllt its true context I am glad that 
she has decided not to pursue her 
tho>e which might not) But was ｡ｮｾ＠
harm done? 
In my mllld . this "lIlcident"cau\ed 
on I) t"o problems of an) note: (J) It 
iliaI' have helped perpetuate the mIs-
conceptIon that AIDS IS a "gay dis-
ease" and that hetero,exuals have 
nothmg to "orr)' about; and (2) It 
tnggered another epIsode of "out-
rage" by David Damels, who felt 
mo\ ed to s hare it \\It h t he rest of us. 
along WIth his muslllg5 on the genre 
("if t here IS such a genre") of "homo-
not mean that he should automati-
cally receIve a good grade, he was 
qUIte surpnsed when he receIVed the 
lowest grade in the class. Blinder 
agreed that such a ranking was 
improbable 
Although the student onl) wanted 
to ask about the format of the exam-
ination, when Blinder defended the 
format by showing the top scoring 
exams, his inquiry changed. Some of 
the correct answers were eIther am-
biguous or downright IIlcorrect. The 
student discovered he did not receIVe 
a better score because he had not 
regurgItated Blinder's own phrases. 
Blinder insisted he had the right to 
require that his own words and opin-
ions were the only correct answers. 
He even felt he was entItled to mark 
as wrong an amwer almost identical 
to one III a standard profeSSIonal 
encyclopedIa. 
When thestudent protested toact-
Lindsay 
candIdacy any further. Slllce I would 
prefer that this be her one and only 
appearance III this column 
**. 
On a lighter note. it seems that 
either a pervert is roaming McAllis-
ter Towers or someone IS suffering 
from a severe shortage of undergar-
ments. Reportedly, women's under-
wear IS constantly belllg stolen from 
the dryers III the Tower laundr) 
room Is nothing sacred any more'! 
Such acts of moral turpitude belong 
III a fraternity and have no place at 
Hastings. If anyone halo anyc\ idence 
or IIlformation plea,e contact the 
Law 'liews, especiall) if the e\ Idence 
is some of the ill-gotten boot). 
.** 
Finally, for those of you that ha\ e 
not heard. Chm Palermo wIll be 
Editor-ill-ChIef of the Law .... ew' 
ne't year ChrIS has an cxten\l\e 
｢｡｣ｾｧｲｯｵｮ､＠ m Journall>m along wIth 
previous experience as an editor in 
chief of a college new ,paper. I am 
sure he WIll meet the challenge w Ilh 
fairness. creati\ it,. and profesSIonal-
Ism. I would like to extend Chris my 
congratulations and w ish him con-
tinued success. • 
sexual pornography" and his obliga-
tory demal of any "interest ... in 
the achie\ements of homosexual 
cinema: 
As a careful reader of the Law 
\"ews. I cannot seem to remember 
Damel ever sharing with us hi 
"moral outrage- over an epidemIC 
that has claImed so man) or at a 
federal gO\ ernment whIch has drag-
ged ill. feet from day one III de\ oting 
adequate moneys for AID research 
Continued on pac. \I 
IIlgacademlc dean. he was told Ha,t-
ings profe"or, may examllle an) 
way they want and the grade> are not 
subject to change unless there IS a 
computatIonal error The complamt 
IS now before Dean Prunty. 
l.et us not forget Professor Tier-
ney's contracts and criminal law 
finals Invanably IIlciude overtly 
racIst and sexist fact patterns The 
administration's re"ponse to com-
plaints regardlllg those tests I, that 
we should ignore Tierney. who wnte, 
such fact patterns In order to receIVe 
the attentIon they lIl\ariably engend-
er. Such Ignorance is admittedly easy 
for many of us. but I can imagllle illS 
a more difficult task for a black stu-
dent to \Hlte about "lIlcompetent 
poor blacks" on a contracts final 
WIthout an adverse effect on his or 
her concentratIon. 
The list of other gradlllg problems 
is qUIte lengthy. Professor, who 
make absolutely no marks on essay 
finals are not required to pro\ Ide 
any explanatIOn or feed back If e\er)' 
,tudent taking a tcst wrote an A 
paper. Hastings' mandatOr) cune 
would force most of those people to 
take C\. A student who make, all 
C's and one C- WIll not be allowed to 
graduate, since the resulting grade 
POlllt average" bleow the 2.0 re-
quired for graduatIon. Given thc:>e 
facts. It ,eem, that either new grad-
ing standards should be establi"hed 
or a dJfferent grading ,y,tem should 
be impo,ed 
I \\ ould Ｂｾ･＠ to praise Prolc:>sor 
Pnnce. who .taple, a ｴ｡ｬＱｾ＠ ,heet 
,hO\\ IIlg W hat area, were cO\ered by 
each questIon lIl,ide of each test 
booklet. The student can u,e the 
sheet to determine "hat points were 
scored III each area. I hi, ｴ｡ｬｬｾ＠ sheet 
is a helpful learning aId: III addItIon 
to showlllg what a student may not 
ha\'e learned. It also ,how, w hat she 
did know, but failed to develop in 
\Hltlllg the answer. 
Those of you who ｾｮｯ｜｜＠ my real 
name know I was a finalist III the 
run-off electIon for the candidates in 
the Commencement student speaker 
election. On the day the results first 
were announced. a' member of the 
Law New.s edltonal board approach-
ed me and .tated that if I remained in 
the race and was ultimately elected. I 
would be lambasted b) the l.aw 
"ews. He ,aid he would con,ider it 
"open ,ea,on." 
I have no problem \\)th bclllg cri-
ticiled by other \Hlter, in the l.aw. 
:\cw, Such critIcism come, with the 
termory. After all. I "hould be WIl-
ling to take at least as much criticISm 
a, I dishout,lf not more. HO\\c\cr,I 
do object to a representative of thi, 
paper threatening to use his position 
a, a mean' to IIltimidate and ｾ･･ｰ＠
,omeone from engaglllg III the demo-
cratic proce". 
Hi, threat wa, fUll Ie. an)way. I 
had ｡ｬｲ･｡､ｾ＠ made the deci"on to 
WIthdraw from the race In order to 
avoid "plltting the progreS\"e \ote 
DA VID DANIELS 
Editor-in-Chief 
CHRIS PALERMO 
Managing Editor 
GERALD TOMASSIA 
Copy Editor 
:-0 ... , Editor . .................... Charles Mellon 
Fe.tuTts Editor. . . •••• . • . • .• . . . . . . •. • 
Photo,rapht . . ...... . . . . ..... .. • . . ... 
EDII ORIAL POLICY Sl-\1F\1[ ..... 1 
(;trlld ｔｯｭＮｾｩ｡ｮ＠
Brian Condon 
Drr .. B.ndon 
1 he H3>tID&' La" 'e", " publIShed m"nthl,' by Ihe ludent, "f Ha'l-
ongs College of the La" 
Un\lgned cdllOnal\ rcpre .. cnt a con'Otn!!lu 01 oplOlon of the Edltonal 
Board r he Fdltonal Board conmt, of Ihe Ed,tor-,n<h,ef 
he \larugIDg ｾ､ｬｴｯｲ Ｎ＠ and the lop) I d,tor 
Signed opinion an.cle, ｲ･ｰｲｾｮｴ＠ the opinIOn of the andl\ldual v.rIler 
onl\ and not n=' anI) Ihat of the L.a\\ ,.,. . the Edltonal Board . or an) 
'Iaff member. 
The La" 'e" , does not rellert the\)"" oftheadmIOlmallon.lacult) or 
Board of Director 01 Hd IInp College of the ｌｾ｜｜＠ unl ... 0 tated . The 
ｃｯｬＱ･ｾ＠ a'oCnt>c-. to the prinCIple of fr«dom of "pressIOn for It ,tudent 
edlturs. 
QUQ..\lOIb and comment.) about ad\('rtlsmg or cdllonal content should 
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\1c U"ter Strttl San ｾｲ｡ｮｃｬＮＵｃｯ Ｌ＠ CA 94102. 
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Heat Fizzles; Mr. Right Still Proves Elusive 
By CHRIS PALERMO 
Managing Editor 
Sprmg movie releases are gener-
ally disappointing, and this season is 
no exception. There are so many 
turkeys at the theatres you'd think 
Thanksgiving is around the corner. 
Until the summer box-office block-
busters are released, moviegoers 
must be very careful to avoid throw-
ing money away on a bad film. 
ed with offers and scripts proffered cynical, nauseatingly vulgar, and who have given up hope for findinga 
by producers and studios with dol- unrelentingly negative. mate. But the script is so adolescent 
lars dancing before their eyes. Sei- Associal commentary, "Mr. Right" and the performances of Malkovich 
delman's latest offering is a dismal. may have redeeming value, espe- and Magnuson are so sophomoric 
insulting picture called "Making Mr. cially for eligible men and women that only a deeply unhappy, ullerly 
hopeless person could stand to SIt 
through this celluloid nightmare. 
I hope that next month I'll be able 
to report on the first gems of the 
summer release season. • 
RighI." It's been billed as a "post-
modern romantic comedy," but that 
moniker is a meaningless label de-
signed to convince you that the film 
is off-beat, irreverent, and "pop." 
Lawyers Hurt Economy, Researchers Say 
Nothingcould be further from the 
The number of lawyers in a coun-
try has detrimental effect on eco-
nomic growth, two USC economists 
have reported. 
Researchers Samar K. Datta and 
Jeffrey B. Nugent, writing at 14 
World Deve/opmel1l1457, examined 
economic growth and the number of 
lawyers per capita in 52 nations to 
test their hypothesis that "economic 
growth will be inversely related to 
the relative importance of adversary 
relationships." 
rates. 
Datta and Nugent characterized 
their results as "very tentative," since 
they stem from a "very simple test," 
and admilled their data and tech-
nique suffer numerous shortcomings. 
For example, no allempt was made 
to adapt the data to the different 
roles played by lawyers in various 
nations. Also, the authors did not 
differentiate between different kinds 
of lawyers. 
"By no means is what lawyers do 
necessarily of no social value," the 
scientists wrote. "Indeed, we would 
be surprised if someone could not 
compe up with (data) which might 
even support the opposite conclu-
sion," the report said. 
Dalla and Nugent also reported 
that existing restrictions on the 
number of allorneys entering prac-
tice each year helps ameliorate the 
situation. Specifically, retaining high 
standards for law school admission, 
bar examinlltion, and accredidation 
of law school limits the number of 
persons who become' fee-seeking, 
"growth-reducing" lawyers. 
The economists' report was de-
signed to test the transaction-costs 
theory of economic growth, which 
relates prosperity in a country to the 
costs of exchanging services, cur-
rency, or products between citizens 
of that nation. 
"Societies which find ways of re-
ducing the number of highly quali-
fied people that are needed for resolv-
ing conflicts, thereby allowing people 
to concentrate on economically pro-
ductive activities, may be beller able 
to enjoy more rapid economic 
growth," the authors concluded. 
Frankie Stone (Ann Magnuson) falls in love with an android, Ulysses 
(John Malkovich) in Ihe new Orion Pictures release, "Making Mr. 
RighI." 
The scientists identified three pos-
sible explanations for their observa-
tions. First, they reported, some 
lawyers try to create or exaggerate 
existing differences between adverse 
parties in order to generate higher 
fees for themselves. Second, legisla-
tors may deliberately or inadver-
tently create restrictive rules which 
slow economic growth. Finally, the 
authors note, since lawyers are gen-
erally the most intelligent members 
of society, diverting them from 
growth-enhancing economic activi-
ties reduces both the gross economic 
output and growth of a country. 
.. as .. w w w • 
However, some wheat can be found 
among the chaff. "Heat," which 
stars Burt Reynolds, is probably the 
most insipid movie I've seen in sev-
eral years. I f I could say not hing at 
all about it in this space I would, but 
unfortunately I have to send a copy 
of this review to the P. R. people who 
subjected me to two boring, ludi-
crous hours of Burt blowing up 
mafiosa in Las Vegas. Not since my 
last bout of insomnia when I grogg-
ily watched the Tough Guys Festival 
on Channel 44(Chuck Norris, el. a\.) 
had I seen villains pummelled and 
tossed through the air in slow 
motion. Fortunately, my last glance 
at the Chronicle failed to reveal any 
theatre still exhibiting this asinine 
farce of a film. 
That directors who are wildly suc-
cessful with their first film always 
make mediocre second movies seems 
to be a law of nature, one which 
Susan Seidelman has not escaped. 
After making "Desperately Seeking 
Susan" last year, Seidelman became 
one of the hOliest directors in Hol-
lywood (to my amazement), swamp-
truth. Set in the near future, the 
movie tells the derivitive, patently 
dumb story of Frankie Stone (Ann 
Magnuson) an upwardly mobile 
advertising executive who's fed up 
with the men in her life. When a 
sprawling chemical corporation asks 
her to promote its latest creation, a 
blonde android named Ulysses (John 
Malkovich) which looks like a life-
si7ed Ken doll but which has no 
sense of etiquette, Stone leaps at the 
chance. Finally, she can create "Mr. 
Right" from the ground Upl Only 
problem is, Ulysses doesn't know 
anything about modern society so 
his naivete keeps gelling him into 
problems. And then the REAL hi-
jinks begin! 
From there, the film degenerates 
into a string of badly-contrived situa-
tions and loudly telegraphed locker-
room jokes, climaxing improbably 
when Frankie and Ulysses fall in 
love. The wittily original film "Star-
man" dealt with the same themes 
and problems as "Making Mr. 
Right," but "Starman" was fresh and 
sincere, while Seidelman's film is 
MOOT COURT BRIEFS 
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Institute Provides Wide Range of Services To Immigrants 
By CHARLES MELTON 
News Editor 
The InternatIOnal I nstitute of San 
Francisco is a non-profit, private 
social services agency that has been 
law or foreign policy may learn a 
variety of different skills by volun-
teering time with the Institute. 
The agency was originally estab-
lished as an educational program for 
meeting the needs of recently-arrived immigrant women and girls under 
immigrants and refugees since 1918. the leadership of the YWCA. From 
Students interested In immigration 1918 to 1920. the Institute grew 
Foreign Study 
steadily. absorbing the Chinatown. 
Japanese. Russian. ｇｲ･･ｾ＠ and ital-
ian YWCA center;. In 1934. the 
Insltitute gained independence from 
the YWCA. joined the Communny 
Chest as a charter member. and the 
Amencan Federation of I nternatlon-
al Institutes . Finally. In 1954. the 
I nstllute was incorporated a; a non-
profit social service agency. Pres-
ently. a nation-wide organization of 
Students who wish to study and transnational and compara- 31 agencies dedicated to providing 
comparative and International law live Civil litigation. services to Immigrant and refugee 
In Italy. Austria and France next The second summer session groups. 
summer may enroll in the 1987 involve; two consecutive two-week The force of international events 
Summer Seminars Abroad pro- sessions. the first in Vienna, has always influenced the work done 
gram sponsored by The Dickinson Au;tria beginning July 5 and the by the Institute. Its clients reflect the 
School of Law. second in Strasbourg, France social and political upheaval and 
Programs will be held in beginning July 19 and ending July economic hardship in the world. In 
Florence, Italy ; Vienna, Austria 31. Courses in comparative 1946. it created an activity and cul-
and Strasbourg, France. Students constitutional and human rights tural program for Japanese war 
enrolled in law schools accredited law. comparative legal professions. brides. In 1950. the Instlluteassisted 
by the Association of American and comparative procedure and Filipinos who had come to the Um-
Law Schools or the American Bar dispute settlement will be taught by ted States as a result of their war-
Association are eligible. members of the Dickin;on faculty time service. The Hunganan Refu-
The first summer program and international legal scholars gee Resettlement Project was ,et up 
involves four weeks of study in and practitioners. In response to the failed 1956 Hun-
Florence. Italy. June 8 through For more information call or garian Revolution. 
July 3. European scholars and write Dr. Louis F. Del Duca, This tradition of responding to 
practitioners will work with Associate Dean for Advanced the needs of the times has persisted 
members of The Dickinson School Legal Ed ucation, The Dickinson to the present. Vietnamese boat peo-
of Law faculty to teach courses in School of Law, 150 South College pie. Cambodians. Ethiopians and 
comparative law, legal aspects of Street. Carlisle, Pennsylvanta refugees from Central Amenca are 
European economic integration. 17013. Telephone: (717) 243-5529 recent examples "r thp Institute'; 
ＮｾｾＭＭＭＭＭＭｾｾＭＭＭＭＭＭｾＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭＭｾｉ＠
Can't.Tell 
The Real 
From the BuD? 
clientele. 
In anyone year. the In;lItute 
assISts thousands of Immigrants and 
refugees in their attempt; to seek 
both safe haven and opportunities to 
lead productive li\es in America. In 
doing so. the Institute is committed 
to a wholistic approach to problem-
soh ing. It prOVIdes information and 
referral to needed sen Ices. a,,,i;t-
ance with Immigration problems and 
fam") reunification appltcations. 
cultural onentatlon. Engli,h classes 
and conversational tutor, and em-
ployment and counseltng sen ICes 
Funding for the I nstitute's pro-
grams comes from a vanety of sour-
ces The United Way ha; been a 
major ;ource of support ,lnce 1954. 
Current projects arc also ,upported 
by the Office of Refugee Resettle-
ment and the CIlY and County of 
San Franct;co. Membership con-
tnbutlons. bequests. fund-raiSing 
events and Investment income also 
;upport the Institute. 
M ore than half of the people seek 
assistance In matters relating to 
immigration and naturalillltion. To 
aid them. the Instltute\ legal aSSt;t-
ance sernces IS composed of a staff 
attorney. Edward Broob. a 1977 
graduate of Hastings. and five para-
legal;. There are plans to expand the 
number of paralegals to mne or ten 
due to the increased workload caused 
by the paS'age of the new immigra-
tion law. 
fhe legal assistance prO\ ided in-
cludes securing representation lor 
clients threatened With deportation. 
aiding them to apply for political 
asy lum or suspension of deporta-
tion. assisting immigra nts nad their 
familic; to complete the procedures 
for applicalton for Adju,tment of 
Status through both the Immigra-
tion sen Ice and Amencan Consu-
lates abroad In addition. the Insti-
tute's legal a;"stancc sen ICC help; to 
explain. interpret and clarify the 
immigratIOn law and the poliCies of 
the ImmigratIOn and 'liaturaillation 
Semce (1'1; S) 
With the recent passage of the 
Immigration Reform and Control 
Act of 1986(IRCA). the Importance 
of the legal as;JMance pro\lded 
and the demands made upon It will 
Increase The new Immlgratton law 
affects mtlhon; of people In thIS 
country. people \\lthout \alld pap-
ers. I n the Bay Area. there are an 
e,tlmated 300.000 Illegal Immigrants. 
Starting May 5 some. but not all. 
Will be gl\en a one-year ｯｰｰｯｲｴｕｮｴｴｾ＠
to legali/c their presence In the 01-
Continued on pace 10 
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Institute Helps Immigrants Comply with New Law 
Continued from paRe 8 
ted States. leading ultimately to citi-
zenship. IRCA grants amnesty to 
illegal immigrants who can prove 
that they have lived here for more 
than five years continuously. but it 
also attempts to stop the flow ofille-
gals into the country in the future. 
Those who do not qualify may be 
forced to leave the country or go 
further underground here. 
Given the immense impact of 
IRCA. it is difficult to over-estimate 
the importance of the role that the 
Institute plays today. It will be in the 
forefront of helping to administer 
and interpret the new law. and in 
providing honest and competent 
assistance. 
As <\BA President Eugene Tho-
mas pointed out in a recent issue of 
the ABA Journal. the latter role is 
very important. He voiced concern 
over scam services out to swindle the 
unwary illegal alien. with the effect 
of depriving them of their "golden 
Justice Grodin Returns 
Year Absence after Five 
Continued from page 2 
appointed Grodin as Associate Jus-
tice of the California Court of 
Appeal. First Appellate District. 
Division One. in San Francisco. In 
February of 1982. he was appointed 
as Presiding Justice of Division Two. 
and six months later was appointed 
Associate Justice of the California 
Supreme Court. remaining in that 
position until January of 1987. 
Grodin is presently ｣ｯｮ､ｵｾｴｩｮｧ＠ a 
seminar on the judicial process. for 
which his background makes him 
uniquely qualified. The one-day-a-
week seminar explores the nature of 
the adjudicatory process from the 
perspective of the court. 
Next Fall. Grodin will teach a 
basic labor law course in addition to 
ｨ［ｾ＠ seminar. He also will be giving a 
s< 'es of lectures at the University of 
C" fornia at Los Angeles beginning 
in I\lay of this year. These lectures 
will be directed at a non-legal audi-
ence. If. all goes as well he hopes. 
Grodin plans to incorporate the lec-
tures into a new book. • 
Democratic Candidates 
Continued from page 4 
National Convention. and effectively 
raised funds to the party's success in 
the recent Senate elections. Pelosi's 
effectiveness is her strongest asset 
and many believe she would become 
an instant leader in the House and 
an introducer ofiegislation in impor-
tant committees. 
The choice of "San Francisco's 
Congressperson" is an important 
one. Fortunately. the candidates are 
very qualified. • 
opportunity." He concluded by say-
ing that "(I)awyers have a duty to 
protect potential victims of such 
abuses. We also have a continuing 
interest in making 'justice for all' a 
reality and thus want to help make a 
success of this new law." 
With many predicting that only 
40 per cent of illegal aliens will 
become legal, they need all the help 
they can get. Fortunately. organiza-
tions such as the Institute will be 
there to fill the need . 
In Brief 
Mountain Lion Petition 
The legalized hunting of moun-
tain lions may soon return to Cali-
fornia. Shortly, a bill will be pres-
ented to Governor Deukmejian 
which would repeal protective legis-
lation which currently bans the hunt-
ing of these magnificent creatures, 
sometimes called "cougars" or 
"yuma." 
A petition opposing the bill is 
posted on the Evironmental Law 
Society bulletin board in the base-
ment of the 198 Building. Please sign 
the petition if you believe that moun-
tain lions belong in the wild. not on 
someone's wall or as a floor orna-
ment. 
The signed petitions will be sent to 
the Governor. • 
If you wish to help the Institute in 
its difficult undertaking. you can do 
so in one of two ways. First. you may 
become a member. By being one of a 
steady but small group of dues-
paying individuals. you help the 
Institute to augment grants and con-
tracts. and to show community sup-
port for its activities. The Institute 
states that it is ..... looking for 
people with an interest in interna-
tional affairs, and with a willingness 
to help build the bridge between 
• 
people and cultures that make it pos-
sible to achieve understanding and 
collaboration in problem solving in 
our community." 
Alternatively, you may wish to 
volunteer your time and skill in aid-
ing the legal assistance services. The 
Institute is open from 8:30a.m. until 
5:00 p.m., Monday through Friday. 
Its telephone number is (415) 673-
1720. The offices of the Institute are 
located at 2209 Van Ness Avenue, 
between Broadway and Vallejo. • 
"on Frj 8:30 - 5:30 
Sat 10 - 4 
c 
"'.rl, T,,...,r1ter 
... 
Wer .. Prec .... r Rellt.l 
(I I 
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Former Agent John Stockwell Lashes Out at CIA 
Continued from page 1 
"Who are these people we have 
killed in Nicaragua?" he asked. 
"Peasants. many women and child-
ren. Not even that many Sandinis-
tas. percentage-wise. Mostly Cathol-
ics . Not natural enemies of the 
United States." 
Stockwell said that the cOlllras. 
under CIA direction. have been sys-
tematically pursuing the destabilita-
tion of Nicaraguan society by "blow-
ing up bridges . buses. houses, grain-
eries, health centers . . . They raid 
farms, terrori7e villages." 
Stockwell contended that numer-
ous neutral human rights observers 
have documented a deliberate con-
tra policy of terror. A hush fell on the 
crowd, mostly composed of Hast-
ings students, as Stockwell described 
contra ｡ｴｲｯ｣ｩｴｩ･ｾ＠ in graphic detail. 
"They go into villages," he said, 
"they take families, they make the 
children watch whIle they castrate 
the father and peel the skin off his 
face, and put a grenade in ｨｩｾ＠ mouth 
and pull the pin; they make the 
children watch while they gang-rape 
the mother. slash her breasts off, and 
Letters to the Editor 
Continued from page 7 
and treatment and continues to do 
little in the area of AIDS education 
(the only current means of preven-
tion). Nor has he described as "inex-
cusably offensive" those who would 
encourage or condone discrimina-
tion against people with AIDS and 
those "suspected" or having It. No, 
Daniels has saved his "outrage" for 
those individuals who have taken the 
initiative to address these massive 
problems with their own time. energy 
and money. Evidently unconcerned 
with the tragedy of this epidemic or 
the contributions that these Hast-
ings students have made toward 
fighting it, he Instead derides them 
for bringing "immorality" to our 
campus. H is choice of targets IS con-
fusing at best. 
I may not he able to match Dan-
Iels' formidible experience at feeling 
indignant or offended, but please 
forgive me If I as a Hastings stu-
dent. a health professIOnal and a gay 
man feel compelled to register .lust 
a slight t\\ Inge of "moral outrage" 
myself 
David Keepnews, R .N., M.P.H. 
Class of 1988 
-----
To The Editor: 
Da\ Id Daniels was morally out-
raged and yet fabulously tlclded to 
learn that a brief portion of a gay 
porno video was lIladvertantly shown 
at the Hastings AIDS Awareness 
Day Blood Drive ["Blood and In-
sanity," March 16] Most law stu-
dents probably share his amusement 
at this faux pas. It's the kind of story 
that appeals to the adolescent sense 
of humor which fe\\ of us fully out-
grow. I would even agree that it was 
newsworthy. but It\ the kind of 
innocuous story that should be 
limited to Herb Caen or used as a 
space filler: to provide a naughty 
giggle With our morning cup of cof-
fee . You know, 'Lite' News. It IS not 
the kind of inCident that many Bay 
Area law students can get incensed 
about. Nevertheless, Daniels was 
"disgruntled that such a perfect 
occasion for the expression of moral 
outrage passed (him) by." 
This comes from the same man 
who advised us to refrain from ques-
tioning the ethics of the CIA's sup-
port of the Contras lest we begin 
"sliding into the slippery morass of 
morality." Gee whiz, it's either a 
strange time to deCide to take that 
first plunge into the cesspool of rectl-
tude or a nother example of ducking 
Into a penumbra of virtue while nl-
ifYlng "subversives." Daniels joins 
the likes of Reverends Falwell and 
Swaggert when he invokes the fire 
and brimstone of hell as thejustlfica-
tion for his opinIOn-page queer-
bashing. 
First, the students and groups 
who sponsored the event deserve 
nothing but kudos. Not only did 
their efforts result in the collection of 
over 100 umts of blood, but they also 
Informed us of how to prevent infec-
tion of the AI DS virus. Such acts 
save lives. A fact entirely missed by 
Daniels. SpeCial commendatIOn 
should go to Sherry Glassman for 
her great efforts in the planning and 
execution of the event 
Second. not only does Daniels 
have no legitimate business ques-
tioning the "Integrity of the AIDS 
Foundation." but he has once again, 
In hiS capacity as Edltor-In-Chlef 01 
our newspaper, cheapened the debate 
and detracted from an Issue Impor-
tant to the students of Hastings. In 
his mind. the most \ltal matter to 
edltorlah/e about In regard to the 
AIDS epidemiC. which ravages our 
city and threatens the health of every 
per,on on campu\. is the fact the 
AIDS I'oundation utlli,es an erotic 
film to impart safe sex practices to a 
;,egment of the population. and that 
thl' film was careles,ly sent to a law 
school. Not qUite the scoop of the 
century. 
Forget about conveymg hle-sa\mg 
Information to the readers 01 the 
La" Ne\\s who either missed the 
event or were too embara,sed to 
attend Ignore the legal debates o\er 
AIDS and job discrimination, man-
dato!) blood tests. and so forth. 
Omit any dl cu ,ion of national 
catastrophic health msurance. But 
froth at the mouth \\ hen a dirty 
movie · a dirty h(Jmosl'xuai mo\ IC-
aCCidentally. make> its way into an 
otherWise extremely utilitarian event. 
Experb, such as L.S. Surgeon 
General Koop, warn that the pub-
lic's un" illingne> to confront the 
,peclfics of this dreaded disease serve 
to exacerbate the epidemiC Damels' 
righteous mckerlng only remforces 
thiS hide-your-head-In-the-sand at-
titude. 
It's easy to make fun of Damels' 
extreme VIews and circultou reason-
ing. In person he tries to be charm-
ing, and his millta!) demeanor and 
appearance remind many of us of a 
kill her." 
Stockwell is the highest-ranking 
agent ever to break from and de-
nounce the CIA. He spent 13 years 
with the agency, serving in Africa 
and Vietnam, and rose 10 the eqUi-
valent of the rank of Colonel. I n hiS 
last assignment, Stockwell coordi-
nated another "secret war." thiS one 
for control of the Angolan govern-
ment, and sat on a subcommittee of 
the atlonal Secunty Council With 
then-Secretary of State Henry Kis-
Singer and other government offi-
cials. 
young l t. Col. Oliver orth. Unfor-
tunately, as Editor-in-Chief of our 
newspaper he sits atop one of the 
bigger soap boxes on campu,. I 
cringe With embarassment 10 thmk 
that non-Hastings people may read 
the Law News. 
Matthew D. Davis 
Class of 1989 
From An 
Alumnus 
Editor: 
I graduated from your soon-lO-
be alma mater in 1973 and have 
tried to keep In touch through 
various alumni actiVities. Recently 
I read several issues of the Law 
ews, smuggled to me by one of 
your classmates who works in our 
office. Allhough I suppose I 
shouldn't be, I'm surprised 10 find 
that the life ofa student at Hastings 
hasn't changed much in the past 13 
year,. 
When I was In school the 
overriding concern for most of us 
was survival. The next class, the 
next exam, and for some, the next 
meal Vietnam was stili on, and our 
"campus" was a focal pOint for 
protes!. The "admlnlstratlOn"were 
the "bad puys," the faculty was too 
old and didn't understand stu-
dents' morality, and the books 
were too heavy. A.S. H. did ItS 
thing, although most of us weren't 
all that interested. A few worth-
while programs got off the ground, 
like the child care center and the 
blood drive, but most of us weren't 
Involved We were busy trying 10 
,urVI\e Contracts, T & E, Equity 
and Conflicts . 
I guess some things never 
change. I'm still arguing with the 
Dean, although I now call him by 
his first name. Among the alumni 
there are circles WIthin circles 
arguing about any number of 
"momentous" Issues WhICh, In the 
grand scheme of things. won) 
make much difference. But, we 
care and that makes us speak up, 
disagree and get downnght nasty 
at times. 
I only hope we remember why 
we're dOing all of this. We for you, 
and you for you: and all of us for 
Hastings . 
Hang In there. The Bar Exam IS 
JUSt around the corner. And you 
thought law school was bad!!! 
Kris Whitten 73 
" In Search of Enemies," SlOck-
well's book on his CIA experience. 
became a best seller. The U.S. 
government has prevailed in law-
SUitS against Stockwell and other 
diSSident. former CIA agents, includ-
Ing Frank Snepp, reqUiring that all 
profits from their book> be turned 
over to the government and all future 
writings be subjected to prior apprn-
val by the CIA . 
IOckwell's talk was sponsored 
both by ASH and the National 
Lawyers Guild. 
Stockwell outlined the typical CIA 
PACE 
Evaluations 
To The Editor: 
Before the semester ends, students 
will be asked to e\aluate professors 
performance. Students should know 
that the only part of those PACE 
evaluation forms the academiC dean', 
office will ever see. ordinarily. IS the 
front part. I know that many stu-
dents take the time to write com-
ments on the back of these forms. 
partly because the questions you 
\\ rite may be read by your professor. 
but the dean's office doe,n't see 
them All the academiC dean sees IS a 
compilation of the answers the 
percentage of responses that rated 
the profes;or "I." "2." ·'3." ·'4." or 
'·5." for each of the questIOns on the 
front of the e\aluatlon form . In fact. 
If you ask at the library Circulation 
desk. you can see exactly \\ hat the 
dean sees a compilation 01 ratings 
for each prolessor at Hastings, With-
out e\ en a copy of I he questllJO' 
asked and \\ Ithout any \Hitten 
comments. 
Therefore. If you \\ant to send a 
message to the dean\ ofl\ce that a 
particular profe"or is really, really 
ternble and should not be teaching. 
the onl) \\a) to do that so that the 
dean \\ ill notice is to rate the profes-
sor poorly on aI/the ｱｵｾＮＢｴｩｯｮｳ＠ on the 
e\ alualion lorm 
Thank you. and let'; hope thiS 
works . 
Jan Van Dusen 
Letters to the Editor should not 
exceed 500 words and must 
bear identification of the author 
when submitted, though the 
Editor mAY, with good cause, 
choose to withhold the name of 
the author from print. The 
Editor mAintain the right to 
refuse letters which are libelOUS, 
in poor taste, constitute an 
attack on personal inte&rity, are 
repetitive of letters in the same 
or previous issues or are 
lengthy . Letters must be 
submitted within two weeks 
after the publication of the issue 
to which they refer. Letters 
which are not typed and double 
spaced when submitted will be 
refused . 
destabill7atlon campaign and related 
It to the "olllra war In Nicaragua 
"To put pressure on a government 
you don'tlike you create condition 
where the farmer can't get his pro-
duce to market. children can't go to 
school, the hospitals have 10 treat 
wounded mstead of Sick people. 
gO\ernment admln"tratlOn gnnds 
10 a halt. ... the country goes 
bankrupt, and at some point you 
hope to be able to step In and Impose 
on the countl) either your pohcie;, or 
the gO\ ernment 01 your o\\n chOIce .. 
Stockwell \olced fear, that mter-
ventlon by L.S troop' will 10110\\ 
these de,tablillation effor". He 
noted that. 10 ｜ｬ｡ｾ＠ 01 thIS year, 
50.000 LS troop' w ill engage 10 
militar) exercISe, olf the Honduran 
coas!. He reported that the Center 
for [)efcn\e InlormatlOn, an orgam-
lation of independent mllita!) ana-
Iy'ls headed b) retired Admiral 
Gene l.aRoche. had estimated that 
45.000 troops would be enough to 
successfully Imade and occupy 
'Icaragua. 
Stock well. \\ ho ha .. \ iSlted N ica-
ragua eight time' since the Sandl-
nlSta gO\ ernment came to po\\er, 
challenged the U.S admlniwation\ 
claim, that the 'icaraguan go\ern-
ment is a repressl\e totalitarian 
regime. 
"Propaganda IS a large part 01 the 
deSlabill/atlon. propaganda to ,\\ay 
American pubhc opinion . But the 
Sandmi"a, abolIShed the death 
penalty juSl about the time \\e rem-
Slated It In thiS counlry . 'T he) had 
!I.OOO ex-Guardsmen 10 Iheir cus-
ｴｯ､ｾ＠ and they leI everyone go. say-
ing they wouldn'tiall anyone unless 
they had proof of IndiVidual crime .. . 
1 he) launched a hteracy campaign 
1 hey set out to build 2.500 chnlc, . 
1 hey launched the most ,\\eepmg 
land reform e\er attempted in Cen-
tral America . ｴ｡ｾｬｮｧ＠ the 35", of the 
land stoicn by the dictator Somo/a, 
and ga\e It back 10 Ihe pea .. ants 
And the) kept II a free-enterprisc 
economy. You or I could go there 
tomorro\\. rent an office. get a phone 
and start a busines .. . " 
During dIScussion after the talk. 
one student a!>ked Stock\\ell about 
reports of "atroCIties on bOlh >Ides" 
of the conOlc!. Stock\\ell urged c1o,er 
examlniatlon of Ihose report ... Citing 
a 'ev. York Times article concern-
ing a report on the war by Americas 
Watch , an mdependent research 
group. 
According to Stockwell, the head-
line of the Times article \\a!> mislead-
ing In that II Implied that the report 
gave account of eqUivalent atrOCities 
on each Side. 
"If you look at the Americas 
Watch report ," ,aid Stockwell. "you 
find that the l'Onlraare tortunngand 
murdenng families. \\hile the San-
diOlSla 'atrocIties' consist of arre>t 
and interrogation. not torture." 
When contacted by the Law news, 
the CIA refused comment on tock-
v. ell's allegations , saying Simply that 
Stock well left the agency as a "dis-
gruntled employee" more than ten 
year, ago. 
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The California Bar Review 
OU CAN PASS THE BAR 
lOu Know It And VJIe Know It. 
We have over 30 Years of combined experience in preparing 
students to pass the California Bar Exam. 
BARPASSERS is the only state wide comprehensive Bar 
Review dedicated exclusively to the California Bar Exam. 
No Other Course Offers What We Do. 
ｾ＠ ESSAY WRITING 
:W hours of integrated 
l(IoyksjlOps reviewing 40 recent 
California bar questions. 39 
attorney-graded essay writing 
assignments PIllS every 
California essay from 1980 to 
the present. 
ｾ＠ SUBSTANTIVE LAW 
60 hours of lectures in an 
intelligently placed and 
structured schedule. 
ｾｍｂｅ＠
18 hours of integrated 
workshops on Multistate 
practice and technique, plus 
over 3,000 practice questions. 
ｾ＠ PERFORMANCE 
TEST 
30 hours of It'Orks/lOps, 
re\'iewing all possible 
Performance Test scenarios. 
4 graded writing assignments 
plus eyery Performance Test 
since 1983. 
Three-day Simulated Bar Exam. 
ｾ＠ 200 MBE Qw;stions taken unrkr realistic 
testing conditions graded and analyzed the 
week bifore the actual bar exam. 
ｾ＠ 2 Perforrnance tests 
ｾ＠ 6 Essays 
April 14, 1987 
Call The BarPassers Hotlines For Inforlllation 
NORTHERN CALIFORNIA 
138 McAllister Street 
San Francisco, CA 94102 
(415) 626-2900 
ｾｓｅｒｓＢ＠
1-800-272-7227 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA 
1231 Santa Monica Mall 
Santa Monica, CA 90401 
(213) 394-1529 
